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During the past 20 years, architecture has rapidly increased its production of forms and 

languages. In this short period new formal and technological experiments have occurred at 

a rate never before seen in the history of the discipline. During my career as a student of 

architecture I decided to focus my steps to understand and explore these new 

technologies, seeking to find a formal language to express the will of the present epoch 

translated into space. This transition is being made between the time of consumption at a 

time of production  

As the emphasis of the competition are the places of work and education, I took 3 projects 

in my portfolio that are coupled to the program and are appropriate to apply in this call. All 

three are defined by the same theoretical premise: innovated tradition that shows respect 

for the past, but lets turn learn about the present and the future.  

(1) The first project is an open source school where the design process involving the 

inhabitants of the region and it is they who determine the essential characteristics of the 

new school at the same time that print the puzzle starts cnc 3d can be assembled by 

anyone with a little advice and / or training. It is the evolution of this school which makes 

evident the production of "non-architects" when all interchangeable parts, people can 

define new parts, increase or decrease the space once handled all production tools.  

The second and third project are located in the Colombian capital city Bogotá, which has 

been known as the city of brick, red roofs. Name it has gained all these architectural 

tradition traditional neighborhoods where bare brick buildings matches the landscape and 

nature.  

Projects take that idea to standardize to Bogota with the same aesthetic sense creating a 

separate identity from the city to the material but replacing the traditional construction 

technique for the adoption and use of new technologies and thus new architectural 

expressions.  

(2) A library located in a strategic location due to its proximity to major universities, whose 

main concept implementation is an open city as the proposed framework for human 

relations and as a meeting place and leisure book, proposing in architectural program 

creating a place providing air to the city while engaging future mobility plans for the city.  

(3) A industrial hotel emerges as the basis of a business and convention center while 

promoting the creation of a friendly public space and pedestrian reconnect with nature, a 

new alternative to the fast-growing global companies and Bogotá as a business 

destination in Latin America, whose main concept adaptability to customer needs. 


